The Midwest’s most cost-effective and dependable biohazard disposal solution.
Providing service in Iowa, Illinois, Minnesota and Wisconsin since 1985.

Our system provides the safe disposal of infectious waste, sharps and chemotherapy waste. This kit is tested and certified to meet USPS and DOT shipping standards.

The certified MWRS system includes:
- Collection container
- Packing boxes
- Prepaid return shipping label
- Simple to follow instruction sheet
- Manifest to document proper treatment and disposal

Cradle to grave documentation using our proprietary Genesis manifest system provides proof of destruction. Each MWRS receives its own manifest at the time of the order. When the container is returned we treat the waste and notify you by email it has been properly treated and disposed of.

To order, log-on to our website at www.meriinc.com and select waste containers.

One/2-gal./Yellow
Chemotherapy waste

Two/1-gal./Red
Infectious waste and sharps

One/2-gal./Red
Infectious waste and sharps

One/1.5-qrt.
Infectious waste and sharps

Two/1-qrt.
Sharps
Utilize the Sharps Guard wall mounted secure box.

One/5-qrt./White
Sharps
Utilize the Sharps Guard wall mounted secure box.
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